In alignment with some of the editors' goals, this book does provide a good coverage of organelle communication at membrane contact sites (MCS) and the relevance of MCS to disease. This book was a pleasure to read due to the diversity in topics such as the roles of MCS in lipid synthesis and transfer, calcium signaling, and organelle morphology in multiple organelles and model organisms. I believe that other scientists would find a similar appreciation for this diversity as it helps the reader connect the dots behind how MCS may be involved their own research.

With a wide audience of early-career and established researchers, this book provides a variety of chapters that allow a reader to connect their research interests with the basic science of MCS as well as its potential clinical impact. The book is organized into three parts: 1) a brief history and a broad overview of MCS structure and function (two chapters), 2) the fundamental biology behind the components and cellular functions of MCS (seven chapters), and 3) a clinically-relevant set of chapters discussing the relationships between MCS, pathogens, and diseases (eight chapters).

Since each chapter is written by different authors that specialize in a specific aspect of MCS in biology, each chapter provides a stand-alone snapshot of the authors' topic of expertise. This is particularly advantageous for those looking to focus on specific areas of research. On the flipside, the introductory sections are repetitive and the level of detail significantly varies from chapter to chapter. This can be challenging for those looking to peruse the whole book, but that is due to the nature of having multiple authors. In addition, a few chapters may prove challenging to readers outside of the field as the authors delve into a level of detail that is best supplemented with a figure that is not always provided. Lastly, it is clear from the clinically-relevant set of chapters that many of the diseases that MCS have been implicated in are caused by multiple factors. It is also apparent that most diseases are linked to ER-mitochondrial contact sites, which so far seems to be the most studied area in the field.

In summary, this is an informative book that is best suited for advanced researchers that are well versed in their field. While there is a large variety of topics for everyone to choose from, the level and depth of detail varies greatly. Readers would best benefit by reading select chapters or sections that they are familiar with, prime themselves with concepts of MCS biology, then if desired, find the cited literature for more detail.
